Tel: 01494 441 301
Fax:01494 438 085
E‐Mail: hwsales@bearingtraders.com

EYE PROTECTION

ECLIPTIC WELDING

ECOSTAR

PROTOSTAR

Ref: 390X

Ref: 388

Ref: 389X

*EN169 approved
*Black nylon frame
*Adjustable arms
*Shade 5 green lenses
*10 per box

*EN166-1FT approved
*Black nylon frame
*Adjustable arms
*Anti-scratch clear lenses
*12 per box, 300 per case

*EN166-1FT approved
*Blue nylon frame
*Adjustable arms
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

VISI-V

PROBE

CLUSTER

Ref: 322

Ref: ISE20X

Ref: ISE30X

*EN166-1FT approved
*Visitors / Over spectacle
*Vented side shields
*Anti-scratch clear lenses
*10 per box, 100 per case

*EN166-1FT approved
*Foam reinforced frame
*Adjustable arm inclination
*Anti-scratch & Anti-Fog clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

*EN166-1FT approved
*Wrap around contoured frame
*Flexible comfort rubber arm ends
*Anti-scratch & Anti-Fog clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

SPEC CASE

SPEC CORDS

STELLAR

Ref: ISECASE

Ref: ISEBLC

Ref: ISE33S

*Spring top spectacle case
*Belt clip attachment
*Imitation leather look
*Great value

*Spectacle neck-hang cords
*Adjustable loop cords
*Fit over spectable arm ends

*EN166-1FT approved
*Traditional style frame
*Integral temple & moulded side shields
*Anti-scratch clear lenses

EYE PROTECTION

SOLAR+
Ref: ISE107X

*EN166-1FT approved
*Sporty 2-tone burgundy & black frame
*Comfort tip arm ends
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

SOLAR
Ref: ISE106X

*EN166-1FT approved
*Sporty 2-tone burgundy & black frame
*Comfort tip arm ends
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog amber lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

SOLAR
Ref: ISE105X

*EN166-1FT approved
*Sporty 2-tone burgundy & black frame
*Comfort tip arm ends
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog smoke lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

SOLAR
Ref: ISE108X

*EN166-1FT approved
*Sporty 2-tone burgundy & black frame
*Comfort tip arm ends
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog blue mirror lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

EYE PROTECTION

ZODIAC
Ref: ISE23B

*EN166-1FT approved
*Wraparound stylish lightweight design
*Adjustable arms
*Anti-scratch clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

ZODIAC SPORTZ
Ref: ISE23ZX

*EN166-1FT approved
*Wraparound stylish sports design
*Straight arms with comfort tips
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

ZODIAC SPORTZ
Ref: ISE22ZX

*EN166-1FT approved
*Wraparound stylish sports design
*Straight arms with comfort tips
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog amber/yellow lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

ZODIAC SPORTZ
Ref: ISE21ZX

*EN166-1FT approved
*Wraparound stylish sports design
*Straight arms with comfort tips
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog smoke/grey lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

EYE PROTECTION

COMET

COMET

COMET

Ref: ISE03X

Ref: ISE01X

Ref: ISE02X

*EN166-1FT approved
*Ultra lightweight design - only 24g !
*Wraparound stylish design
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

*EN166-1FT approved
*Ultra lightweight design - only 24g !
*Wraparound stylish design
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog smoke/grey lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

*EN166-1FT approved
*Ultra lightweight design - only 24g !
*Wraparound stylish design
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog amber/yellow lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

COMET

COMET

Ref: ISE07

Ref: ISE06

*EN166-1FT approved
*Ultra lightweight design - only 24g !
*Wraparound stylish design
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog silver mirror lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

*EN166-1FT approved
*Ultra lightweight design - only 24g !
*Wraparound stylish design
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog blue mirror lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

COMET+
Ref: ISE04X

*EN166-1FT approved
*Orange flexible & bendy side arms
*Comfort tip arm ends
*Lightweight design
*Wraparound stylish design
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

EYE PROTECTION

GALACTIC DELUXE GOGGLE
Ref: ISE09X

*EN166-1-34BT approved
*Soft grey rubber frame
*Large adjustable elasticated headband
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog inner & outer lenses
*10 per box, 120 per case

ECONO-GOGGLE
Ref: 328

*EN166-1-349BT approved
*Indirect ventilation
*Elasticated headband
*Anti-scratch lenses
*10 per box, 100 per case

HYPERNOVA
Ref: ISE79

*EN166-1-34BT approved

*Foam cushioned frame
*Modern, lightweight, wide vision design
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog lenses
*10 per box, 120 per case

ULTRANOVA
Ref: ISE69

*EN166-1-34BT approved
*Indirect ventilation
*Modern, lightweight, wide vision design
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog lenses
*10 per box, 120 per case

EYE PROTECTION

VESTA

COSMOS

NEBULA

Ref: ISE83C

Ref: ISE63C

Ref: ISE13S

*EN166-1FT approved
*Wraparound lightweight sports design
*Blue translucent stylish side arms
*Anti-scratch clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

*EN166-1FT approved
*Contoured blue nylon frame
*Adjustable arm length & inclination
*Anti-scratch clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

*EN166-1FT approved
*Lightweight design
*Adjustable arm length & inclination
*Anti-scratch clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

METEOR

HALO

Ref: ISE123

Ref: ISE25X

*EN166-1FT approved
*Contoured ultra lightweight frame
*Adjustable blue side arms
*Anti-scratch clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

*EN166-1FT approved
*Wraparound ultra lightweight
*Comfort tip arm ends
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog clear lenses
*10 per box, 250 per case

RD
O
C
E
FRE

BOLLE SILIUM

PULSAFE OP-TEMA

UVEX SUPER-G

Ref: SILPSI

Ref: 1000018

Ref: 9172-110

*EN166-1F approved
*Metal frame design, wraparound
*Comfort tip arm ends
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog clear lenses
*10 per box

*EN166-1F approved
*Adjustable arm length & inclination
*Lightweight design
*Anti-scratch clear lenses
*10 per box

*EN166-1F approved
*Ultra thin wrap around design
*Ultra lightweight design - only 18g
*Anti-scratch & Anti-fog clear lenses
*5 per box

EYE PROTECTION
RATCHET BROWGUARD
Ref: ABG(browguard)

*EN166-1-3B approved
*Ratchet adjustable head harness
*Fitted comfort sweatband
*Multi-positional visor settings
Visor & browguard sold separately

8” CLEAR VISOR
Ref: APC8V(visor)

*EN166-1-89BT approved
*Fits ABG and AVC2 carriers
*Excellent all round visibility
*Provides full face protection from

flying particles and liquid splash
Visor & browguard sold separately

COMPLETE BROWGUARD
& MESH VISOR
Ref: POR.PW93

Visor & browguard sold complete

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

*EN166-1-3B / EN1731 F approved
*Ratchet adjustable head harness
*Mesh visor for protection against large
high speed particles
*Multi-positional visor settings

FIRST AID

10-20 PERSON FIRST AID
KIT C/W WALL BRACKET

50 PERSON FIRST AID KIT
C/W WALL BRACKET

Ref: MED.32106B

Ref: MED.32108B

Ref: MED.32110

*Quality content
*Complete with handle
*Wall bracket included
*Tough & durable green plastic case
*Great value

*Quality content
*Complete with handle
*Wall bracket included
*Tough & durable green plastic case
*Great value

*Quality content
*Complete with handle
*Wall bracket included
*Tough & durable green plastic case
*Great value

20ml EYE WASH PODS

500ml EYE WASH BOTTLES

EYEWASH STATION

Ref: MED.80202

Ref: MED.80205

Ref: MED.80230

*Saline eyewash
*20ml bottle sterile eyewash
*Individual pods
*Pack of 25
*Snap off lids

*Saline eyewash
*500ml bottle sterile eyewash
*Sold in packs of 2
*Tough transparent bottles
*Screw off lids

*Wall mountable
*500ml bottle sterile eyewash x 2
*Eye pads x 2 No.16
*Mirror
*Tough plastic casing

Ref: MED.86225

*Sterile/individually wrapped
*Zinc Oxide skin friendly adhesive
*Excellent adhesive properties
*Comprehensive range
*50 plasters per box

ELITE BURNS KIT
Ref: MED.34840

*Wall mountable box
*Heavy duty clothing snips x 1
*Various size dressings x 4
*Burnshield burn blots x 2
*Burnshield 50ml solice x 1
*Safety pins x 6
*Disposable gloves x 2

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

STRETCH FABRIC
ASSORTED PLASTERS

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

1-10 PERSON FIRST AID
KIT C/W WALL BRACKET

GRAB “N” GRIP

PRO

Ref: TG03 Colours: Hi-Viz Yellow Sizes: Large or X-Large
Pack Quantity: 12 pairs
Case Quantity: 60 pairs

Fantastic warm & cosy 3M Thinsulate lining for protection from the cold
Anti-slip silicone grip palm and fingertips
Synthetic leather palm
Hi-Viz yellow stretch spandex back
Adjustable velcro wrist closure
Reflective silver strips to knuckles and fingertips for increased visibility

TUFF “N” GRIP
Ref: TG02 Colours: Red/Black Sizes: Large or X-Large
Pack Quantity: 12 pairs
Case Quantity: 60 pairs

Hard wearing synthetic leather palm
Reinforced thumb crotch
Textured PVC reinforced palm and fingertips for an enhanced grip
Stretch spandex back
Adjustable velcro wrist closure
Soft neoprene knuckle pad
Reinforced textured finger tips
Neoprene knuckle protection
Terrycloth back hand sweatband for wiping the brow

IMPACT GEL FINGERLESS
Ref: TG01 Colours: Blue/Black Sizes: Large or X-Large
Pack Quantity: 12 pairs
Case Quantity: 60 pairs

Gel padded palms to absorb shocks and vibrations
Hard wearing synthetic leather palm
Airprene breathable back
Machine washable
Adjustable velcro wrist closure
Fingerless design provides the ultimate dexterity and comfort

HAND PROTECTION

VINYL POWDERED - CLEAR

VINYL POWDER FREE- CLEAR

VINYL POWDERED- BLUE

Ref: VDCPP

Ref: VDCPF

Ref: VDBPP

Sizes: S to XL

Sizes: S to XL

Sizes: S to XL

*Smooth finish
*EN455-3, AQL: 4
*Beaded cuff
*Lightly powdered
*20 boxes x 100 per case

*Smooth finish
*EN455-3, AQL: 4
*Beaded cuff
*Powder free
*20 boxes x 100 per case

*Smooth finish
*EN455-3, AQL: 4
*Beaded cuff
*Lightly powdered
*20 boxes x 100 per case

LATEX POWDERED -NATURAL

LATEX POWDER-FREE-NATURAL

LATEX POWDERED-BLUE

Ref: LDNPP

Ref: LDNPF

Ref: LDBPP

Sizes: S to XL

*Smooth finish
*EN455-3, AQL: 4
*Beaded cuff
*Lightly powdered & non-sterile
*20 boxes x 100 per case

Sizes: S to XL

*Smooth finish
*EN455-3, AQL: 4
*Beaded cuff
*Powder free & non-sterile
*20 boxes x 100 per case

Sizes: S to XL

*Smooth finish
*EN455-3, AQL: 4
*Beaded cuff
*Lightley powdered & non-sterile
*20 boxes x 100 per case

NITRILE POWDER-FREE-BLUE

NITRILE POWDERED-BLUE

Ref: NDBPF

Ref: NDBPP

Sizes: S to XL

*Textured grip
*EN374-3, AQL: 1.5
*Beaded cuff
*Powder free & non-sterile
*20 boxes x 100 per case

Sizes: S to XL

*Textured grip
*EN374-3, AQL: 1.5
*Beaded cuff
*Lightly powdered
*20 boxes x 100 per case

HAND PROTECTION

NITRASOURCE - G L O V E S
Nitrasource nitrile coated gloves have a supple coating that repels oil and grease to
improve all around grip preventing slippage whilst giving high resistance to abrasion &
tearing. Actifresh treated to kill bacteria and to promote freshness.

NITRASOURCE HEAVYWEIGHT F/C S/C
NITRILE GLOVES

NITRASOURCE HEAVYWEIGHT F/C K/W
NITRILE GLOVES

NITRASOURCE HEAVYWEIGHT P/C S/C
NITRILE GLOVES

Ref: NFCSC

Ref: NFCKW

Ref: NPCSC

Size: 10

Sizes: 9 & 10

Size: 10

*Actifresh treated to kill bacteria
*EN388 4.3.2.2
*Fully coated navy colour nitrile coating
*Rubberised safety cuff
*120 pairs per case

*Actifresh treated to kill bacteria
*EN388 4.3.2.2
*Fully coated navy colour nitrile coating
*Knitted wrist
*120 pairs per case

*Actifresh treated to kill bacteria
*EN388 4.3.2.2
*Palm coated navy colour nitrile coating
*Safety cuff
*144 pairs per case

NITRASOURCE HEAVYWEIGHT P/C K/W
NITRILE GLOVES

NITRASOURCE LIGHTWEIGHT F/C K/W
NITRILE GLOVES

NITRASOURCE LIGHTWEIGHT P/C K/W
NITRILE GLOVES

Ref: NPCKW

Ref: NLFCKW

Ref: NLPCKW

Size: 9

*Actifresh treated to kill bacteria
*EN388 4.3.2.2
*Palm coated navy colour nitrile coating
*Knitted wrist
*120 pairs per case

Sizes: 9 & 10

*Actifresh treated to kill bacteria
*EN388 4.3.2.2
*Fully coated navy colour nitrile coating
*Knitted wrist
*120 pairs per case

Size: 10

*Actifresh treated to kill bacteria
*EN388 4.3.2.2
*Palm coated navy colour nitrile coating
*Knitted wrist
*120 pairs per case

HAND PROTECTION

BLACK PANTHER* CUT LEVEL 5 PROTECTION

C U T R E S I S TA N T G LO V E S

* HIGH QUALITY

* GREAT VALUE

B L A C K PA N T H E R

B L A C K PA N T H E R

B L A C K PA N T H E R

PALM COATED PU

PALM COATED NITRILE

PALM COATED LATEX

Ref: 5T52P Size: 8, 9 & 10

Ref: 5T57N Size: 8, 9 & 10

Ref: 5T59L Size: 8, 9 & 10

*PU coated palm & fingers
*EN388 4.5.4.2
*Lint free construction
*Fantastic dexterity & comfort
*Superior abrasion & cut resistance
* Washable
* 120 pairs per case

*Nitrile coating repels oils & liquids
*EN388 4.5.4.2 & EN407 x1xxxx
*Contact heat protection up to 100c
*Fantastic grip in oily environments
*Superior abrasion & cut resistance
* Washable
* 120 pairs per case

*Latex coated palm & fingers
*EN388 3.5.4.3
*Durable enhanced puncture resistance
*Fantastic wet & dry grip
*Superior abrasion & cut resistance
* Washable
* 120 pairs per case

Sold in pairs

B L A C K PA N T H E R

B L A C K PA N T H E R

B L A C K PA N T H E R

PALM COATED PU 3-DIGIT

PALM COATED LATEX DOTS

14” SLEEVES

Ref: 5323DP Size: 8, 9 & 10

Ref: 5T56PD Size: 8, 9 & 10

Ref: 5T35S Size: 14” long

*PU coated palm & fingers
*EN388 4.5.4.2
*3 open fingertips for a precision touch
*Fantastic dexterity & comfort
*Superior abrasion & cut resistance
* Washable
* 120 pairs per case

*Latex polka dot coating - palms & fingers
*EN388 4.5.4.x & EN407 x1xxxx
*Contact heat protection up to 100c
*Excellent dexterity & close fit
*Reversible ambidextrous design
* Reinforced thumb crotch
* 120 pairs per case

*With thumb slot to prevent slippage
*EN388 4.5.4.x & EN407 x1xxxx
*Contact heat up to 100c
*For wrist and arm protection
*Superior cut & abrasion resistance
* Lint free construction
* 60 pairs per case

HAND PROTECTION

PREMIER

PREMIER - POWER

HEAVYWEIGHT RIGGERS

HEAVYWEIGHT RIGGERS

HEAVYWEIGHT RIGGERS

Ref: S12Y-DP Size: 10.5

Ref: SLD32/3 Size: 10.5

Ref: S3P Size: 10.5

*Reinforced grey & yellow split leather
*EN388 3.1.4.4
*Full double palm, forefinger & thumb
*Leather knuckle strap & fingertips
*Heavyweight yellow cotton drill back
*Rubberised safety cuff
*96 pairs per case

*Grey & yellow quality split leather
*EN388 3.1.4.4
*Excellent puncture & abrasion resistance
*Leather knuckle strap & fingertips
*Heavyweight yellow cotton drill back
*Rubberised safety cuff
*120 pairs per case

*Grey quality split leather
*EN388 3.1.4.4
*Excellent puncture & abrasion resistance
*Leather knuckle strap & fingertips
*Heavyweight red/blue cotton drill back
*Rubberised safety cuff
*120 pairs per case

PREMIER

PREMIER COWHIDE

PREMIER HI-VIZ

HEAVYWEIGHT RIGGERS

HEAVYWEIGHT RIGGERS

HEAVYWEIGHT RIGGERS

Ref: S12 Size: 10.5

Ref: CR2H Size: 10.5

Ref: POR.A215 Size: 10.5

*Blue & yellow quality split leather
*EN388 3.1.4.4
*Excellent puncture & abrasion resistance
*Leather knuckle strap & fingertips
*Heavyweight yellow cotton drill back
*Rubberised safety cuff
*120 pairs per case

*High quality yellow cowhide leather
*EN388 2.1.2.1
*Smooth soft leather
*Leather knuckle strap & fingertips
*Heavyweight green cotton drill back
*Rubberised safety cuff
*120 pairs per case

*Hi-viz orange
*Full grain grey cow leather palm
*EN388 3.2.4.2
*Hi-viz reflective knuckle strap
*Heavyweight cotton drill orange back
*Stiffened cuff
*96 pairs per case, 12 pairs per pack

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

PREMIER DOUBLE PALM

HAND PROTECTION

STANDARD BLOCK

STANDARD RAINBOW

SUPERIOR - BLOCK

FURNITURE HIDE RIGGERS

FURNITURE HIDE RIGGERS

FURNITURE HIDE RIGGERS

Ref: CR2NP Size: 10.5

Ref: CR2NPRB Size: 10.5

Ref: CR2NPBK Size: 10.5

*Single colour furnture hide (may vary)
*EN388 2.1.2.1
*Leather patch palm
*Leather knuckle strap & fingertips
*Striped cotton back
*Stiffened cuff
*120 pairs per case

*Rainbow furnture hide (colour may vary)
*EN388 2.1.2.1
*Multi coloured leather patch palm
*Leather knuckle strap & fingertips
*Striped cotton back
*Stiffened cuff
*120 pairs per case

*Superior quality black furniture hide
*EN388 2.1.2.1
*Black leather patch palm
*Leather knuckle strap & fingertips
*Heavyweight yellow cotton drill back
*Rubberised safety cuff
*120 pairs per case

STANDARD PIGSPLIT

STANDARD GREY

YELLOW RIGGERS

CANADIAN RIGGERS

Ref: CR2PS Size: 10.5

Ref: CR2 Size: 10.5

*Standard quality pigsplit leather
*EN388 2.1.2.1
*Yellow pigsplit leather palm
*Leather knuckle strap & fingertips
*Striped cotton back
*Stiffened cuff
*120 pairs per case

*Standard quality split leather
*CE marked, CAT 1 minimal risk only
*Grey split leather patch palm
*Leather knuckle strap & fingertips
*Striped cotton back
*Supple leather reduces hand fatigue
*120 pairs per case

HAND PROTECTION

MENS STOCKINETTE

MENS COTTON DRILL

LATEX POLKA DOT

LINER GLOVES

8oz GLOVES

NYLON GRIP GLOVES

Ref: STMKW Size: 10

Ref: CDM8 Size: 10

Ref: WNBD Sizes: 7 to 10

*Cotton stockinette
*CE marked, CAT 1 minimal risk only
*Knitted wrist for a secure fit
*Can be used as a glove liner
*Mens size
*Lightweight & breathable
*600 pairs per case

*8oz cotton drill
*CE marked, CAT 1 minimal risk only
*Knitted wrist for a secure fit
*Warm and comfortable
*Mens size
*Great value
*300 pairs per case

*White nylon knitted liner
*EN388 3.1.4.x
*Latex dot coating to palms & fingertips
*Excellent wet & dry anti-slip grip
*Lightweight, dexterous and flexible
*Knitted wrist
*120 pairs per case

MENS COTTON CHROME

ORANGE CRISS CROSS

LEATHER GLOVES

LATEX GRIPPA GLOVES

Ref: CCM Size: 10

Ref: CC1 Size: 10

*Cotton back
*CE marked, CAT 1 minimal risk only
*Knitted wrist for a secure fit
*Grey chrome leather palms & fingers
*Mens size
*Lightweight
*300 pairs per case

*Orange knitted polycotton liner
*EN388 2.1.3.1
*Orange latex latice coating all over
*Excellent dry anti-slip grip
*Elasticated knitted wrist
*Open breathable back
*144 pairs per case

HAND PROTECTION

RED FULLY COATED PVC

RED PVC 11”

RED PVC 14”

KNITTED WRIST GLOVES

OPEN CUFF GAUNTLETS

OPEN CUFF GAUNTLETS

Ref: RPKW Size: 10

Ref: RP11 Size: 10

Ref: RP14 Size: 10

*Fully coated red PVC
*EN388 4.1.2.1
*Knitted wrist for a secure fit
*Cotton interlock lining
*General handling glove
*Excellent abrasion resistance
*120 pairs per case

*Fully coated red PVC
*EN388 4.1.2.1
*11” long, open cuff
*Cotton interlock lining
*General handling glove
*Excellent abrasion resistance
*120 pairs per case

*Fully coated red PVC
*EN388 4.1.2.1
*14” long, open cuff
*Cotton interlock lining
*General handling glove
*Excellent abrasion resistance
*120 pairs per case

GREEN CHEMICAL 330mm RED PVC 16”

RED PVC 18”

NITRILE GAUNTLETS

OPEN CUFF GAUNTLETS

OPEN CUFF GAUNTLETS

Ref: NGG Sizes: 7 to 10

Ref: RP16 Size: 10

Ref: RP18 Size: 10

*330mm green nitrile
*EN388 3.1.0.1 & EN374-2, EN374-3 JKL
*Flock lined
*Embossed grip pattern to palm/fingers
*Solvent & chemical resistant
*Protection from chemicals,oils,solvents
*120 pairs per case

*Fully coated red PVC
*EN388 4.1.2.1
*16” long, open cuff
*Cotton interlock lining
*General handling glove
*Excellent abrasion resistance
*120 pairs per case

*Fully coated red PVC
*EN388 4.1.2.1
*18” long, open cuff
*Cotton interlock lining
*General handling glove
*Excellent abrasion resistance
*120 pairs per case

HAND PROTECTION

SPARX W E L D I N G G AU N T L E T S
GREEN LEATHER LINED

BLACK LEATHER LINED

RED LEATHER LINED

WELDERS GAUNTLETS

WELDERS GAUNTLETS

WELDERS GAUNTLETS

Ref: LWGG Size: 10.5

Ref: LWGB Size: 10.5

Ref: S10 Size: 10.5

*Premier quality shoulder split leather
*EN388 3.2.4.4 & EN407 4xxx4x
*One piece back
*Fully lined with partial welting on seams
*Minimum palm thickness 1.2mm
*Excellent abrasion & puncture resistance
*60 pairs per case

*Premier quality shoulder split leather
*EN388 3.2.4.4 & EN407 4xxx4x
*One piece back
*Fully lined with partial welting on seams
*Minimum palm thickness 1.2mm
*Excellent abrasion & puncture resistance
*60 pairs per case

*Premier quality shoulder split leather
*EN388 3.2.4.4 & EN407 4xxx4x
*One piece back
*Fully lined with partial welting on seams
*Minimum palm thickness 1.2mm
*Excellent abrasion & puncture resistance
*60 pairs per case

RED LEATHER D/PALM
KEVLAR WELDERS

BLUE LEATHER KEVLAR
REINFORCED WELDERS

Ref: S6DP Size: 10.5

Ref: S15YP Size: 10.5

*Superior quality shoulder split leather
*EN388 3.2.4.4 & EN407 4xxx4x
*Kevlar sewn throughout
*Reinforced double palm and thumb
*Minimum palm thickness 1.2mm
*Excellent abrasion & puncture resistance
*60 pairs per case

*Superior quality shoulder split leather
*EN388 3.2.4.4 & EN407 4xxx4x
*Kevlar sewn throughout
*Reinforced palm/thumb crotch strap
*Minimum palm thickness 1.2mm
*Excellent abrasion & puncture resistance
*60 pairs per case

HAND PROTECTION

PU-PRECISE G LO V E S
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS:
Automotive & transportation, logistics & warehousing, maintenance work, building & construction
work, metal fabrication plus many more...

PU ULTRALIGHT

PU PRECISE

PU PRECISE

BLACK/BLUE PU NYLON

GREY/GREY PU NYLON

BLACK/BLACK PU NYLON

Ref: BPSNL Sizes: 9 & 10

Ref: GPUNL Sizes: 9 & 10

Ref: BPUNL Sizes: 9 ,10 & 11

*Black PU palm coating
*EN388 4.1.3.1
*Blue supersoft & lightweight nylon liner
*Incredible flexibility & tactile touch
*Fantastic dexterity
*Lighter than standard PU gloves
*Supple, stretchable & lightweight
*240 pairs per case

*Grey PU palm coating
*EN388 4.1.3.1
*Grey lightweight nylon liner
*Incredible flexibility & tactile touch
*Fantastic dexterity
*Snug fit
*Supple, stretchable & lightweight
*240 pairs per case

*Black PU palm coating
*EN388 4.1.3.1
*Black lightweight nylon liner
*Incredible flexibility & tactile touch
*Fantastic dexterity
*Snug fit
*Supple, stretchable & lightweight
*240 pairs per case

PU PRECISE - VALUE
BLACK/BLACK PU POLYESTER
Ref: BPBP Size: 8 to 11

*Black PU palm coating
*EN388 4.1.3.1
*Black lightweight polyester liner
*Incredible flexibility & tactile touch
*Fantastic dexterity
*Snug fit
*Supple, stretchable & lightweight
*120 pairs per case

HAND PROTECTION

NITRI-NYL & NITRI-FOAM G LO V E S
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS:
Automotive & transportation, logistics & warehousing, maintenance work, building & construction
work, metal fabrication plus many more...

NITRI-NYL

NITRI-FOAM

NITRI-FOAM

BLACK/BLACK NYLON

BLACK/BLACK NYLON

GREY/WHITE NYLON

Ref: BNFNNL Sizes: 9 & 10

Ref: BFNNL Sizes: 9 & 10

Ref: NCPNS Sizes: 8, 9 & 10

*Black non-foam nitrile palm coating
*EN388 3.1.2.1
*Black breathable nylon liner
*Excellent grip & dexterity
*High resistance to abrasion
*Nitrile coating allows slippery objects to
be gripped firmly
*240 pairs per case

*Black foam nitrile palm coating
*EN388 4.1.2.1
*Black breathable nylon liner
*Excellent grip & dexterity
*High resistance to abrasion
*Nitrile foam repels oil & grease to improve
all round grip preventing slippage
*240 pairs per case

*Grey foam nitrile palm coating
*EN388 4.1.2.1
*White breathable nylon liner
*Excellent grip & dexterity
*High resistance to abrasion
*Nitrile foam repels oil & grease to improve
all round grip preventing slippage
*240 pairs per case

NITRI-NYL - VALUE
GREY/WHITE POLYESTER
Ref: GNWP Size: 8 to 11

*Grey non-foam nitrile palm coating
*EN388 4.2.2.2
*White breathable polyester liner
*Excellent grip & dexterity
*High resistance to abrasion
*Nitrile coating allows slippery objects to be
gripped firmly
*120 pairs per case

HAND PROTECTION

G RAB “ N ” G RIP G LO V E S
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS:
Building & construction work, logistics & warehousing, glass handling plus many more...

GRAB “N” GRIP

GRAB “N” GRIP

GRAB “N” GRIP

GREEN P/C LATEX

ORANGE P/C LATEX

BLUE P/C LATEX

Ref: GNG-G Sizes: 8 to 11

Ref: GNG-O Sizes: 8 to 11

Ref: GNG-B Sizes: 8 to 11

*Green latex palm coating
*EN388 2.2.4.2
*Yellow polycotton liner
*Excellent wet & dry grip
*Good abrasion & puncture resistance
*Open back for excellent breathability
*120 pairs per case

*Orange latex palm coating
*EN388 2.2.4.2
*Yellow polycotton liner
*Excellent wet & dry grip
*Good abrasion & puncture resistance
*Open back for excellent breathability
*120 pairs per case

*Blue latex palm coating
*EN388 2.2.4.2
*Yellow polycotton liner
*Excellent wet & dry grip
*Good abrasion & puncture resistance
*Open back for excellent breathability
*120 pairs per case

GRAB “N” GRIP

GRAB “N” GRIP - VALUE

GRAB “N” GRIP - VALUE

BLACK P/C LATEX

ORANGE P/C LATEX

GREEN P/C LATEX

Ref: GNG-K Sizes: 8 to 11

Ref: GGOE Sizes: 8 to 11

Ref: GGGE Sizes: 9 and 10

*Black latex palm coating
*EN388 2.2.4.2
*Black polycotton liner
*Excellent wet & dry grip
*Good abrasion & puncture resistance
*Open back for excellent breathability
*120 pairs per case

*Orange latex palm coating
*EN388 2.2.4.2
*Economy lightweight polycotton liner
*Excellent wet & dry grip
*Good abrasion & puncture resistance
*Open back for excellent breathability
*120 pairs per case

*Green latex palm coating
*EN388 2.2.4.2
*Economy lightweight polycotton liner
*Excellent wet & dry grip
*Good abrasion & puncture resistance
*Open back for excellent breathability
*120 pairs per case

HAND PROTECTION

THERM “N” GRIP

THERM “N” GRIP

GRAB “N” GRIP

HIVIZ ORANGE/BLACK

HIVIZ YELLOW/BLUE

FULLY COATED LATEX

Ref: TNG-O Sizes: 9 or 10

Ref: TNG-Y Sizes: 9 or 10

Ref: GNGFC Sizes: 8,9, 10 & 11

*Hi-Viz orange fleecy liner
*10-gauge acrylic thermal lining
*Approved to EN388 2.2.4.3
*Excellent wet & dry grip
*Black durable latex palm coating
*Warm snug & cosy finish
*120 pairs per case

*Hi-Viz yellow fleecy liner
*7-gauge acrylic thermal lining
*Approved to EN388 2.2.4.3
*Excellent wet & dry grip
*Blue durable latex palm coating
*Warm snug & cosy finish
*120 pairs per case

*Fully coated black crinkle latex
*Red polyester comfort liner
*Excellent wet & dry grip
*Approved to EN388 3.1.3.1
*Elasticated knitted wrist
*Extra protection in wet environments
*120 pairs per case

UN-LINED LEATHER

LINED LEATHER

FLEECE LINED LEATHER

DRIVERS GLOVES

DRIVERS GLOVES

FREEZER/DRIVERS GLOVES

Ref: HDG Size: 10

Ref: LHDG Size: 10

Ref: FHCHFG Size: 10

*Beige cowgrain quality leather
*CE marked, CAT 1 minimal risk only
*Un-lined
*Elasticated open cuff
*Soft, flexible but tough
*Supple leather reduces hand fatigue
*120 pairs per case

*Gold cowgrain quality leather
*CE marked, CAT 1 minimal risk only
*Full fleece lining
*Elasticated open cuff
*Soft, flexible but tough
*Supple leather reduces hand fatigue
*120 pairs per case

*High quality yellow cowhide leather
*EN388 2.1.2.1
*Full fleece lining
*Elasticated knitted wrist
*Leather palm & back
*Supple leather reduces hand fatigue
*120 pairs per case

HAND PROTECTION

T HINSULATE THERMAL G LO V E S

THINSULATE FLEECE

THINSULATE KNITTED

LINED GLOVES

LINED GLOVES

Ref: CAS.601 Size: One size

Ref: CAS.602 Size: One size

*Black
*40 GSM thinsulate lined
*100% polyester
*Anti pill
*Open cuff
*Velcro wrist closure
*144 pairs per case

*Black
*40 GSM thinsulate lined
*100% acrylic
*Knitted wrist
*144 pairs per case

Minimum order quantity 12 pairs

Minimum order quantity 12 pairs

Delivery: 7-10 days approximately

Delivery: 7-10 days approximately

THINSULATE FINGERLESS

THINSULATE FINGERLESS

LINED GLOVES

LINED GLOVES

Ref: CAS.604 Size: One size

Ref: CAS.603 Size: One size

*Green
*Flip over finger guard for easy access
*40 GSM thinsulate lined
*100% acrylic
*Knitted wrist
*144 pairs per case

*Black
*40 GSM thinsulate lined
*100% acrylic
*Knitted wrist
*144 pairs per case

Minimum order quantity 12 pairs

Minimum order quantity 12 pairs

Delivery: 7-10 days approximately

Delivery: 7-10 days approximately

HEAD PROTECTION

SAFETY HELMETS

(APEX/AERO/PINNACLE)

With retractacle
clear eyeshield

AERO COMFORT+

AERO COMFORT+

AERO+ VISOR/RATCHET

SHORT PEAK HELMET

SHORT PEAK HELMET

SHORT PEAK HELMET

Ref: AO3 Colours: Blue, Red, White & Yellow

Ref: AO3 Colours: Black

Ref: AO5 Colours: Blue,Red,White & Yellow

*Durable ABS shell
*EN397 approved
*30mm short peak
*Comfort terylene harness & sweatband
*Vented for increased airflow
*30mm accessory slots
*Lightweight & modern styling
*20 helmets per colour per case

*Durable ABS shell
*EN397 approved
*30mm short peak
*Comfort terylene harness & sweatband
*Vented for increased airflow
*30mm accessory slots
*Lightweight & modern styling
*20 helmets per colour per case

*Durable ABS shell
*EN397 approved
*30mm short peak
*Comfort terylene harness & sweatband
*Wheel ratchet adjustable headband
*30mm accessory slots
*Retractable clear visor/spec/shield
*20 helmets per colour per case

With FREE
helmet chinstrap

APEX COMFORT+

APEX BASIC

PINNACLE COMFORT+

SAFETY HELMET

SAFETY HELMET

SAFETY HELMET

Ref: AO2 Colours: Blue, Red, White & Yellow

Ref: AO1 Colours: Blue & White

Ref: AO4 Colours: Blue, White & Yellow

*Durable ABS shell
*EN397 approved
*Standard size peak
*Comfort terylene harness & sweatband
*Vented for increased airflow
*30mm accessory slots
*Lightweight & modern styling
*20 helmets per colour per case

*Durable ABS shell
*EN397 approved
*Standard size peak
*Plastic harness, no sweatband
*Vented for increased airflow
*30mm accessory slots
*Lightweight & modern styling
*20 helmets per colour per case

*HDPE shell
*EN397 approved
*Standard size peak
*Comfort terylene harness & sweatband
*Vented for increased airflow
*30mm accessory slots
*FREE chinstrap as standard
*40 helmets per colour per case

HELMET ACCESORIES

Ref: SZHL Colour: Navy

Ref: ERG.6815 Colour: Black

*Warm 3M thinsulate fleece liner
*Snug & comfortable
*Velcro adjustable strips
*Can be secured to safety helmet
*Fits a wide range of head sizes
*Fold back neck cover
*Optimum shape retains warmth
*200 per case

*100% polyester knit
*One size
*FR treated for safety (single wash)
*Stretch material to wear over helmets
*Fits a wide range of head sizes
*Full face style
*Keeps ears and head warm
*12 per pack / Header card packaged

HELMET CHINSTRAPS

BUCKLE HELMET

ELASTICATED

LANYARD

Ref: CHIN

*Elasticated
*Adjustable
*Fit most safety helmets
*Clip on hooks
*600 per case

Ref: ERG.3150 Colour: Hi-Viz Yellow

*Secures helmet to a worker to prevent
the item from falling off
*Comfortably attaches to hard hats and
other headwear
*Double lock plastic buckle attaches to
fall protection
*Comfortable high stretch elastic
*6 per pack / Header card packaged

HELMET VISOR CARRIER

Ref: ERG.6488 Colour: Various see below

*Polyester performance fabric
*Soft microfleece for warmth & comfort
*Can be worn in various styles such as
mask, balaclava, neck warmer, hood.....
*Stretchable & washable
*Hi-tech fabric dries fast
*Red, Navy, Hiviz Yellow, Flames, Skulls,
Stars & Stripes colours
*6 per pack / Header card packaged

CLIP ON ATTACHMENT
Ref: AVC2 Colour: Navy

*High impact blue nylon carrier
*Toggle fastenings
*Compatible with APC8V clear visor
*EN166 certified
*Attaches to helmets to carry visors
*50 per case

Please allow approximately 10-14 days for deliver y

THERMAL STRETCH CAP

MULTI-BAND FLEECE

Please allow approximately 10-14 days for deliver y

THERMAL HELMET LINER

Please allow approximately 10-14 days for deliver y

SUB-ZERO 3M THINSULATE N-FERNO FULL FACE

HEAD PROTECTION

HELMET ACCESORIES

Coming
Soon....

Coming
Soon....

CLIP ON EARMUFFS
SNR: 20dB

CLIP ON EARMUFFS
SNR: 27dB

CLIP ON EARMUFFS
SNR: 30dB

Ref: HEM20 Colour: Navy

Ref: HEM27 Colour: Navy

Ref: HEM30 Colour: Red

*Safe protection againt general ind noise
*EN352-3 certified, SNR: 20dB
*Quick shift height adjustable ear cups
*Snap lock out position when not in use
*Fully rotating, multi-position arms
*Sold as helmet & ear muff separately
*Excellent value
*25 per case

*Safe protection againt general ind noise
*EN352-3 certified, SNR: 27dB
*Quick shift height adjustable ear cups
*Snap lock out position when not in use
*Fully rotating, multi-position arms
*Sold as helmet & ear muff separately
*Excellent value
*25 per case

*Safe protection againt general ind noise
*EN352-3 certified, SNR: 30dB
*Quick shift height adjustable ear cups
*Snap lock out position when not in use
*Fully rotating, multi-position arms
*Sold as helmet & ear muff separately
*Excellent value
*25 per case

CLIP ON ZONE 1 HELMET
EARMUFFS SNR: 27dB

CLIP ON ZONE 2 HELMET
EARMUFFS SNR: 29dB

Ref: Z1HME Colour: Yellow

Ref: Z2HME Colour: Orange

CLIP ON ZONE 3 HELMET
EARMUFFS SNR: 32dB

*Safe protection againt general ind noise
*EN352-3 certified, SNR: 27dB
*Quick shift height adjustable ear cups
*Snap lock out position when not in use
*Fully rotating, multi-position arms
*Sold as helmet & ear muff separately
*Excellent value
*20 per case

*Safe protection againt general ind noise
*EN352-3 certified, SNR: 29dB
*Quick shift height adjustable ear cups
*Snap lock out position when not in use
*Fully rotating, multi-position arms
*Sold as helmet & ear muff separately
*Excellent value
*20 per case

Ref: Z3HME Colour: Red

*Safe protection againt general ind noise
*EN352-3 certified, SNR: 32dB
*Quick shift height adjustable ear cups
*Snap lock out position when not in use
*Fully rotating, multi-position arms
*Sold as helmet & ear muff separately
*Excellent value
*20 per case

HEAD PROTECTION

BUMP Z Baseball Bump Caps

BUMPZ SAFETY BASEBALL CAPS
Are designed to provide the wearer with bump protection
in a wide range of low risk applications such as logistic work,
warehousing, facilities, maintenance, local councils, refuse
collection, DIY, leisure activities and automotive/aerospace
assembly work.....

Ref: BC07 Colours: Black, Navy or Red

*ABS durable shell design
*CE EN812-1997 approved
*Excellent comfort & fit
*70mm peak
*Fits head sizes: 54 - 59cm
*Breathable top mesh ventilation
*Adjustable elasticated clasp design
*Fantastic value
*Foam padded shell for maximum comfort
*Lightweight & modern styling
*60 caps per colour per case

Ref: BC07 Colours: Hi-Viz Yellow or Hi-Viz Orange

HI-VIZ

*ABS durable shell design
*CE EN812-1997 approved
*Excellent comfort & fit
*70mm peak
*Navy side mesh breathable ventilation
*Reflective strips for increased visibility
*Adjustable elasticated clasp design
*Fantastic value
*Foam padded shell for maximum comfort
*Lightweight & modern styling
*60 caps per colour per case

HEARING PROTECTION

E.A.R. CLASSIC EARPLUGS

3M 1100 FOAM EARPLUGS

LASERLITE EARPLUGS

Ref: PP-01-002

Ref: 1100

Ref: 3301105

*Yellow barrel shaped foam earplugs
*EN352-2, SNR: 28dB
*Un-corded
*1 pair per pillow pack
*4 x 250 pairs per case

*Orange bullet shaped foam earplugs
*EN352-2, SNR: 31dB
*Un-corded
*Soft PU expandable foam
*5 x 200 pairs per case

*2-tone pink/yellow foam earplugs
*EN352-2, SNR: 35dB
*Un-corded
*Suitable for long term usage
*10 x 200 pairs per case

E.A.R. CLASSIC CORDED

E-A-R SOFT UN-CORDED

E.A.R. ULTRAFIT CORDED

Ref: CC-01-000

Ref: ES-01-001

Ref: UF-01-000

*Yellow barrel shaped foam earplugs
*EN352-2, SNR: 28dB
*Blue connecting cord
*One size fits most ears
*10 x 200 pairs per case

*Yellow bullet shaped foam earplugs
*EN352-2, SNR: 36dB
*Un-corded
*Soft slow expandable foam
*10 x 250 pairs per case

*Pre-moulded tri flanges earplug design
*EN352-2, SNR: 32dB
*Washable and reusable
*Blue vinyl cord
*10 x 50 pairs per case

E.A.R. TRACERS CORDED

E.A.R. EARCAPS BANDED

E.A.R. ULTRAFIT 20

Ref: TR-01-020

Ref: EC-01-000

Ref: UF-01-012

*Pre-moulded tri flanges earplug design
*EN352-2, SNR: 32dB
*Washable and reusable
*Metal detectable
*10 x 50 pairs per case

*Navy blue plastic band design
*EN352-2, SNR: 23dB
*Can be worn in different positions
*Yellow earplug pods
*10 x 40 pairs per case

*Pre-moulded tri flanges earplug design
*EN352-2, SNR: 20dB
*Washable up to 50 times
*Yellow cord
*10 x 50 pairs per case

M E TA
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HEARING PROTECTION

PELTOR OPTIME 1

PELTOR OPTIME 2

PELTOR OPTIME 3

Ref: H510A-401GU

Ref: H520A-407GQ

Ref: H540A-411SV

*Yellow slim line earcups
*EN352-3, SNR: 27dB
*Broad soft black rings filled with foam
*Stainless steel adjustable headband
*20 per case

*Green earcups
*EN352-3, SNR: 31dB
*Broad soft black rings filled with foam
*Stainless steel adjustable headband
*20 per case

*Black/red earcups
*EN352-3, SNR: 35dB
*Broad soft black rings filled with foam
*Stainless steel adjustable headband
*20 per case

VALUE ECONOMUFFS

SUPERIOR EARMUFFS

FOLDABLE EARMUFFS

Ref: 233

Ref: EM27

Ref: EM33

*Red earcups, black headband
*EN352-2, SNR: 24dB
*Soft cushioned pads
*Adjustable headband
*60 per case

*Orange earcups, black padded headband
*EN352-2, SNR: 27dB
*Soft cushioned pads
*Adjustable headband
*20 per case

*Yellow earcups, black padded headband
*EN352-2, SNR: 33dB
*Soft cushioned pads
*Foldable design for easy storage
*20 per case

VIKING V1 EARMUFFS

OPTIME 1 NECK BAND

OPTIME 2 NECK BAND

Ref: 1010925

Ref: H510B-403GU

Ref: H520B-408GQ

*Multi-positional headband
*EN352-2, SNR: 30dB
*Soft cushioned pads
*Can be worn with helmets etc...
*20 per case

*Yellow slim line earcups
*EN352-3, SNR: 27dB
*Broad soft black rings filled with foam
*Stainless steel adjustable neckband
*20 per case

*Green earcups
*EN352-3, SNR: 31dB
*Broad soft black rings filled with foam
*Stainless steel adjustable neckband
*20 per case

HEARING PROTECTION

EARZ CORDED
FOAM EARPLUGS

EARZ CORDED METAL
DETECTABLE EARPLUGS

Ref: EPF36

Ref: EPFC37

Ref: EPDC37

*Soft PU orange expandable foam
*EN352-2, SNR: 36dB
*Tapered bullet shape design
*Excellent comfort & fit
*200 pairs per dispenser box
*10 x 200 per case

*Soft PU orange expandable foam
*EN352-2, SNR: 37dB
*Tapered bullet shape design
*Blue vinyl cord
*200 pairs per dispenser box
*10 x 200 per case

*Soft PU blue expandable foam
*EN352-2, SNR: 37dB
*Blue detectable cord & earplugs
*Tapered design
*200 pairs per dispenser box
*10 x 200 per case

500 PAIRS OF EARPLUGS +
DISPENSER STATION (FREE)

500 PAIRS UNCORDED
FOAM EARPLUGS - REFILL

EARZ BANDED
EARPLUGS

Ref: EPFD37

Ref: EPRD37

Ref: EPB21

*Soft PU orange expandable foam
*EN352-2, SNR: 37dB
*Tapered bullet shape design
*Wall mountable(fixings included)
*Easy to use
*Durable plastic dispenser
*Catch basin prevents earplugs falling out
*Rotate & unscrew bottle for easy refilling
*Economical choice for dispensing earplugs
*500 pairs per dispenser bottle
*4 per case

*Soft PU orange expandable foam
*EN352-2, SNR: 37dB
*Tapered bullet shape design
*Excellent comfort & fit
*Compatible with EPFD37 dispenser
*Supplied in plastic reseable bag
*500 pairs per bag
*10 x 500 per case

*Soft yellow pods
*EN352-2, SNR: 21dB
*Blue banded flexible design
*Lightweight
*Excellent seal and comfort
*Can be hung around the neck
*40 per dispenser box
*10 x 40 per case

M E TA L D E T E C TA B L E

EARZ UNCORDED
FOAM EARPLUGS

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

3M 8822 - FFP2D - VALVED

3M 8812 - FFP1D - VALVED

3M 9332 - FFP3D - VALVED

Ref: 8822

Ref: 8812

Ref: 9332

*Moulded style with adjustable noseclip
*EN149:2001, dust, mist and fumes
*Exhalation valve
*10 masks per box
*24 boxes of 10 per case

*Moulded style with adjustable noseclip
*EN149:2001, dust and mist
*Exhalation valve
*10 masks per box
*24 boxes of 10 per case

*Foldable design with adjustable noseclip
*EN149:2001, dust/mist/metal fumes
*Exhalation valve
*10 masks per box
*12 boxes of 10 per case

3M 9928 - FFP2 - VALVED

3M 8835 - FFP3D - VALVED

3M 9322 - FFP2D - VALVED

Ref: 9928

Ref: 8835

Ref: 9322

*Moulded style with adjustable noseclip
*EN149:2001, dust,mists, welding fumes
*Flame retardant outer shell
*10 masks per box
*8 boxes of 10 per case

*Moulded style with adjustable noseclip
*EN149:2001, dust, mist & metal fumes
*Exhalation valve
*5 masks per box
*10 boxes of 5 per case

*Foldable design with adjustable noseclip
*EN149:2001, dust & mists
*Exhalation valve
*10 masks per box
*12 boxes of 10 per case

3M 9320 - FFP2 UNVALVED

3M 4251 - FFA1P2D MASK

3M 4255 - FFA2P3D MASK

Ref: 9320

Ref: 4251

Ref: 4255

*3 panel foldable design
*EN149:2001, dust, mist and fumes
*Un-valved
*20 masks per box
*12 boxes of 20 per case

*Maintenance free, reusable 1/2 mask
*EN405:2002, organic vapour/particulates
*Twin exhalation valves
*1 mask per resealable bag
*10 masks per case

*Maintenance free, reusable 1/2 mask
*EN405:2002, organic vapour/particulates
*Twin exhalation valves
*1 mask per resealable bag
*10 masks per case

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

PROFILE 2 TWIN 1/2 MASK
Ref: 6032071

*Twin half mask respirator
*Lightweight soft comfortable design
*Mask and filters sold separately
*Head harness & neck buckle support
*20 per case

Ref: 6044071 - A2
Gases & vapours from
organic compounds with a
boiling point above 65c

Ref: 6044083 - A1B1E1K1P3
Organic, inorganic & acidic gases &
vapours, ammonia & solid liquid
hazardous partcles

Ref: 6044081 - A2P3
Gases & vapours from
organic compounds with a
boiling point above 65c and
solid and liquid hazardous
particles

Ref: 6053070 - P3
Solid & liquid hazardous & radioactive
particles, microorganisms, e.g. bacteria
& viruses

20 filters per case

MOLDEX 2365 - FFP1NRD VALVED

MOLDEX 2405 - FFP2NRD VALVED

MOLDEX 3405 - FFP3RD VALVED

Ref: 2365

Ref: 2405

Ref: 3405

*Duramesh moulded shell design
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 FFP1NRD
*Non-toxic dusts, mists & fumes
*No metal clips or straps
*Adjustable loop strap
*20 masks per box
*12 boxes of 20 masks per case

*Duramesh moulded shell design
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 FFP2NRD
*Toxic dusts, mists & fumes(water/oil)
*No metal clips or straps
*Adjustable loop strap
*20 masks per box
*12 boxes of 20 masks per case

*Duramesh moulded shell design
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 FFP2NRD
*All dusts, mists & fumes(water/oil)
*Washable full face seal
*Adjustable strap length
*20 masks per box
*12 boxes of 5 masks per case

SAFETY SOURCE - NUISANCE DUST MASKS
Ref: DNDM

*Moulded style
*CE minimal risk only
*Adjustable metal nose clip
*Elasticated head band
*50 masks per box
*20 boxes of 50 masks per case

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
MOULDED MASKS :
*Collapse resistant double shell
*Embossed fully sealed edge, prevents fibre release
*Latex free synthetic rubber elasticated headband
*Soft close cell foam nose piece for an excellent fit
*Great value without compromising on quality

FFP1 :

FFP2 :

FFP3 :

Low level fine dust/oil or water based
mists (hand sanding, drilling and cutting)

Moderate level of fine dust/oil or water
based mists(plastering, cement, sanding
& wood dust)

Higher level fine dust/oil or water based
mists (hazardous pharmaceutical
powders, biological agents & fibres)

SAFETY SOURCE - DRP1
FFP1 - UN-VALVED

SAFETY SOURCE - DRP1V
FFP1 - VALVED

SAFETY SOURCE - DRP2
FFP2 - UN-VALVED

Ref: DRP1

Ref: DRP1V

Ref: DRP2

*Moulded style with adjustable noseclip
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 approved
*FFP1 - un-valved
*20 masks per box
*12 boxes of 20 per case

*Moulded style with adjustable noseclip
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 approved
*FFP1 - valved
*10 masks per box
*12 boxes of 10 per case

*Moulded style with adjustable noseclip
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 approved
*FFP2 un-valved
*20 masks per box
*12 boxes of 20 per case,

SAFETY SOURCE - DRP2V
FFP2 - VALVED

SAFETY SOURCE - DRP2CV
FFP2 - VALVED - WELDING

SAFETY SOURCE - DRP3V
FFP3 - VALVED

Ref: DRP2V

Ref: DRP2CV

Ref: DRP3V

*Moulded style with adjustable noseclip
*EN149:2001+A1:2009, dust and mist
*FFP2 - Valved
*10 masks per box
*12 boxes of 10 per case

*Moulded style with adjustable noseclip
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 approved
*FFP2 - Valved
*10 masks per box
*12 boxes of 10 per case

*Moulded style with adjustable noseclip
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 approved
*FFP3 - Valved
*5 masks per box
*12 boxes of 5 per case

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
FOLD FL AT MASKS :
*Triple layer construction
*Individually wrapped for hygienic storage & packed to fit in your pocket
*Choice of vertical or horizontal fold flat designs
*Contour design for maximum wearer comfort
*Great value without compromising on quality

FFP1 :

FFP2 :

FFP3 :

Low level fine dust/oil or water based
mists (hand sanding, drilling and cutting)

Moderate level of fine dust/oil or water
based mists(plastering, cement, sanding
& wood dust)

Higher level fine dust/oil or water based
mists (hazardous pharmaceutical
powders, biological agents & fibres)

SAFETY SOURCE - FRP2
FFP2 - UN-VALVED

SAFETY SOURCE - FRP2V
FFP2 - VALVED

SAFETY SOURCE - FRP2CV
FFP2 - VALVED - WELDING

Ref: FRP2

Ref: FRP2V

Ref: FRP2CV

*Horizontal fold flat design
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 approved
*FFP2 - un-valved
*20 masks per box
*12 boxes of 20 per case

*Horizontal fold flat design
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 approved
*FFP2 -valved
*20 masks per box
*12 boxes of 20 per case

*Horizontal fold flat design
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 approved
*FFP2 -valved - welding
*20 masks per box
*12 boxes of 20 per case

SAFETY SOURCE - FRP3V
FFP3 - VALVED

SAFETY SOURCE - FVRP2V
FFP2 - VALVED

SAFETY SOURCE - FVRP3V
FFP3 - VALVED

Ref: FRP3V

Ref: FVRP2V

Ref: FVRP3V

*Horizontal fold flat design
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 approved
*FFP3 -valved
*20 masks per box
*12 boxes of 20 per case

*Vertical fold flat design
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 approved
*FFP2 -valved
*20 masks per box
*12 boxes of 20 per case

*Vertical fold flat design
*EN149:2001+A1:2009 approved
*FFP3 -valved
*20 masks per box
*12 boxes of 20 per case

RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

PREMIER

M E S H R E S P I R AT O R S

MOUL D E D M E S H R E S P IR ATORS :
*Mesh shell design helps retain the shape & prevents collapse onto the face
*Excellent face seal for added comfort
*Latex free head straps
*Metal free
*Valved for easier exhalation
*Excellent value
*Low breathing resistance
*Strong & durable shell for reduced consumption
*Dolomite clogging tested for better breathing resistance for longer
*Approved to EN149:2001 +A1:2009(NR)

FFP2 :
Moderate level of fine dust/oil or water
based mists(plastering, cement, sanding
& wood dust)
Ref: PDRP2V

*FFP2 -valved
*10 masks per box
*12 boxes of 10 per case

FFP3 :
Higher level fine dust/oil or water based
mists (hazardous pharmaceutical
powders, biological agents & fibres)
Ref: PDRP3V

*FFP3 -valved
*10 masks per box
*12 boxes of 10 per case

SAFETY FOOTWEAR
STEEL
TOECAP +MIDSOLE

STEEL

STEEL

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

WATER

SLIP-ON

RESISTANT

STYLE

GM STEEL SAFETY BOOT

GM STEEL SAFETY BOOT

GM STEEL DEALER BOOT

Ref: B912

Ref: B978

Ref: B940

Sizes: 6 to 13

*Goodyear welted construction
*Approved to EN345-1 SBP
*Oil, acid, alkali & heat resistant sole
*Padded ankle collar
*Breathable lining

Sizes: 4 to 14

*Hard wearing buffallo leather uppers
*EN ISO 20345:2004/A1:2007 S3 SRA
*Slip resistant & oil resistant
*Padded ankle collar & tongue
*Pull on heel loop tab

Sizes: 6 to 12

*Hard wearing buffallo leather uppers
*EN ISO 20345:2004/A1:2007 S1-P SRA
*Slip resistant & oil resistant
*Elasticated ankle
*Double pull on loop tabs

STEEL

STEEL

STEEL

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

WATER
REPELLENT

BLACK CHUKKA BOOT
Ref: B902

Sizes: 4 to 13

*Double density PU sole
*Approved to EN345-1 S1P
*D-ring lace up eyelets
*Padded ankle collar
*Oil, acid, alkali & resistant sole

BLACK CHUKKA BOOT+

BLACK MIDCUT TRUCKER

Ref: B988

Ref: B987

Sizes: 3 to 13

*Hard wearing split buffallo leather
*EN ISO 20345:2004/A1:2007 S1P SRC
*High density shock absorber PU sole
*Extra Padded ankle collar
*Anti-static & oil resistant

STEEL

STEEL

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

Sizes: 3 to 14

*Hard wearing buffallo leather uppers
*EN ISO 20345:2004/A1:2007 S3 SRA
*High density anti-slip PU sole
*Padded ankle collar
*Anti-static & oil resistant

NON-METALLIC

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

WATER
REPELLENT

SAFETY TRAINERS

GIBSON SAFETY SHOE

SAFETY TRAINERS

Ref: S650

Ref: S610

Ref: S649

Sizes: 4 to 12

*Shock absorption, slip resistant sole
*EN ISO 20345:2004/A1:2007 S1P
*Pull on heel loop tab
*Suede split grey/black leather
*Anti-static & oil resistant sole

Sizes: 5 to 12

*Hard wearing buffallo leather uppers
*EN ISO 20345:2004/A1:2007 S3
*Pull on heel loop tab
*Cleated outsole & high density PU sole
*Anti-static & oil resistant sole

Sizes: 5 to 12

*Shock absorption, slip resistant sole
*EN ISO 20345:2004/A1:2007 S1P
*Pull on heel loop tab
*Suede split grey/black leather
*Anti-static & oil resistant sole

SAFETY FOOTWEAR
STEEL
TOECAP +MIDSOLE

STEEL

NON
METALLIC

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

WATER
RESISTANT

HIKER SAFETY BOOT

GM STEEL SAFETY BOOT

GM STEEL SAFETY BOOT

Ref: B980

Ref: B981

Ref: B979

Sizes: 5 to 12

*Rubber/EVA slip resistant outsole
*EN ISO 20345:2004/A1:2007 S1P
*Pull on heel loop tab
*Padded ankle collar & tongue
*Nubuck tan leather uppers

Sizes: 5 to 12

*Extra lightweight & flexible
*EN ISO 20345:2004/A1:2007 SBP
*Slip, oil & acid resistant sole
*Padded ankle collar
*Pull on heel loop tab

Sizes: 5 to 12

*Shock absorbing heel unit
*EN ISO 20345:2004/A1:2007 S3 SRA
*Slip resistant & oil resistant
*Padded ankle collar & tongue
*PU hardwearing outsole

STEEL
STEEL

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

WATER

STEEL

RESISTANT

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

FLEECE

WATER

WARM LINING

WATER

RESISTANT

RESISTANT

HIGH LEG ZIP-UP BOOT

PVC UN-LINED RIGGER

PVC FLEECE LINED RIGGER

Ref: B989

Ref: BRIGUL

Ref: BRIG

Sizes: 5 to 12

*Slip resistant & Anti-static
*EN ISO 20345:2004/A1:2007 S3
*Quick release side zip system
*Padded ankle collar
*Oil, & heat resistant sole

Sizes: 5 to 12

*High quality tan PVC uppers
*Approved to EN345-1 S5
*2 leather pull up loops
*Cleated sole
*Anti-static & oil resistant nitrile outsole

Sizes: 5 to 12

*High quality tan PVC uppers
*Approved to EN345-1 S5
*2 leather pull up loops
*Warm fleece lining
*Anti-static & oil resistant nitrile outsole

STEEL

STEEL
TOECAP +MIDSOLE

WATER

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

STEEL

WATER

TOECAP +MIDSOLE

FLEECE

RESISTANT

RESISTANT

WARM LINING

FLEECE
PVC BLACK WELLINGTONS
Ref: BWBS5

Sizes: 5 to 12

*High quality black PVC uppers
*Approved to EN345-1 S5
*Washable nylon lining
*Kick off spurs
*Anti-static & oil resistant nitrile outsole

WARM LINING

DELUXE LINED RIGGER

STANDARD LINED RIGGER

Ref: B990

Ref: B903

Sizes: 5 to 12

*Warm fleece lining
*EN ISO 20345:2004/A1:2007 S3
*Scuff cap & protective heel guard
*Shock absorption & slip resistant sole
*Anti-static, oil & acid resistant sole

r

Sizes: 4 to 13

*Warm fleece lining
*Approved to EN345-1 S1P
*Pull on loops
*Double density PU sole
*Anti-static, oil & acid resistant sole

HI-VIZ & OUTERWEAR

HI-VIZ YELLOW

HI-VIZ YELLOW

HI-VIZ YELLOW

BOMBER JACKETS

LONG JACKETS

FLEECE JACKETS

Ref: HVBJ Sizes: S to 3XL

Ref: HVA Sizes: S to 3XL

Ref: YHVF Sizes: M to 2XL

*Quilted warm lining
*EN471 Class 3
*Concealed hood
*2 lower pockets & 1 inner breast pocket
*Reflective braces,arm & body bands
*Elasticated waist and cuffs
*10 per case of a size

*Quilted warm lining
*EN471 Class 3
*Concealed hood
*2 lower pockets & 1 inner breast pocket
*Reflective braces,arm & body bands
*Studded storm flap
*10 per case of a size

*320g anti-pile brushed fleece
*EN471 Class 3
*Elasticated cuffs
*2 lower pockets + phone pocket
*Reflective braces,arm & body bands
*Zip front
*10 per case of a size

HI-VIZ YELLOW

HI-VIZ YELLOW

HI-VIZ

LONG SLEEVE JERKINS

REVERSIBLE BODYWARMER

WAISTCOATS/VESTS

Ref: HVJ3 Sizes: M to 2XL

Ref: HVBW Sizes: S to 3XL

Ref: HVW3 / OHVW Sizes: S to 4XL

*100% knitted un-lined polyester fabric
*EN471 Class 3
*Lightweight
*Velcro front closures
*Reflective braces,arm & body bands
*Open cuffs and waist
*50 per case of a size

*Heavyweight 300d quilt lined
*EN471 Class 2
*Reversible to a bodywarmer
*Zip front
*Reflective braces & body bands
*2 lower pockets
*10 per case of a size

*100% knitted polyester fabric
*EN471 Class 2
*Lightweight
*Velcro front closures
*Reflective braces & body bands
*Un-lined
*150 per case of a size

Please note - all pictures shown of our hi-viz garments are for illustration only, subject to style change without prior notice

HI-VIZ & OUTERWEAR

HI-VIZ F/R ORANGE

HI-VIZ ORANGE

HI-VIZ ORANGE

WAISTCOATS

LONG JACKETS

BOMBER JACKETS

Ref: FROHVW Sizes: M to 2XL

Ref: HVAO Sizes: S to 2XL

Ref: OHVBJ Sizes: S to 3XL

*100% knitted orange polyester
*EN471 Class 2
*Velcro front
*Reflective braces
*Reflective body bands
*EN533, index 1 protection against heat
& flames

*Quilted warm lining
*EN471 Class 3
*Concealed hood
*2 lower pockets & 1 inner breast pocket
*Reflective braces,arm & body bands
*Studded storm flap
*10 per case of a size

*Quilted warm lining
*EN471 Class 3
*Concealed hood
*2 lower pockets & 1 inner breast pocket
*Reflective braces,arm & body bands
*Elasticated waist and cuffs
*10 per case of a size

HI-VIZ ORANGE

HI-VIZ ORANGE

WATERPROOF TROUSERS

FLEECE JACKETS

HI-VIZ ORANGE
BOILERSUIT

Ref: OHVT Sizes: S to 2XL

Ref: OHVF Sizes: S to 3XL

Ref: ORB.PCRTBS Sizes: M to 2XL

*Heavyweight 300D PU fabric
*EN471 Class 1
*Waterproof
*2 side pockets
*Reflective leg bands
*Elasticated waist
*25 per case of a size

*320g anti-pile brushed fleece
*EN471 Class 3
*Elasticated cuffs
*2 lower pockets + phone pocket
*Reflective braces,arm & body bands
*Zip front
*10 per case of a size

*80% Polyester 20% Cotton
*EN471 Class 3 & GO/RT3279
*Elasticated waist
*Zip front fastening
*Reflective Tape Full Configuration
*Pockets - 2 Chest, 2 Slant, 1 Rule
*Regular leg

Please note - all pictures shown of our hi-viz garments are for illustration only, subject to style change without prior notice

HI-VIZ & OUTERWEAR

SOFTSHELL FLEECE
LINED JACKET

AQUA-TEX PU RAIN
JACKETS

AQUA-TEX PU RAIN
TROUSERS

Ref: OC0020 Sizes: S to 3XL Colour: Black

Ref: OC100 Sizes: S to 3XL Colour: Navy
Ref: OC101 Sizes: S to 3XL Colour: Yellow

Ref: OC200 Sizes: S to 3XL Colour: Navy
Ref: OC201 Sizes: S to 3XL Colour: Yellow

*Waterproof & Windproof
*Breathable
*Oil resistant
*Anti-fungal
*Soft yet tough and versatile
*Zip fastened studded storm flap
*2 lower pockets with flaps
*Fixed hood with drawcord
*Individually retail packaged with hook

*Waterproof & Windproof
*Breathable
*Oil resistant
*Anti-fungal
*Soft yet tough and versatile
*Elasticated waist
*Stud adjustable hem
*Side pockets
*Individually retail packaged with hook

*Water resistant
*Windproof
*Breathable
*Stylish
*Warm micro fleece lining
*High stretch fabric
*Adjustable cuffs
*Zip fastening front pockets
*Lightweight
*Fleece lined collar for added comfort

AQUA-TEX PU 1-PIECE
RAINSUIT

AQUA-TEX PU HI-VIZRAIN JACKETS

AQUA-TEX PU HI-VIZRAIN TROUSERS

Ref: OC300 Sizes: S to 3XL Colour: Yellow

Ref: HVJPU Sizes: S to 3XL Colour: Yellow

Ref: HVTPU Sizes: S to 3XL Colour: Yellow

*Waterproof & Windproof
*Breathable
*Oil resistant
*Anti-fungal
*Soft yet tough and versatile
*Zip fastened studded storm flap
*Side access pockets
*Fixed hood with drawcord
*Individually retail packaged with hook

*Waterproof & Windproof
*Breathable
*Oil resistant
*Anti-fungal
*Soft yet tough and versatile
*Zip fastened studded storm flap
*2 lower pockets with flaps
*Fixed hood with drawcord
*Individually retail packaged with hook

*Waterproof & Windproof
*Breathable
*Oil resistant
*Anti-fungal
*Soft yet tough and versatile
*Elasticated waist
*Stud adjustable hem
*Side pockets
*Individually retail packaged with hook

WORKWEAR

Each pack contains 1 of each of
Blue, Red or Green check colours
Minimum order quantity = 1 pack (3)

Each pack contains 1 of each of
Blue, Red or Green check colours
Minimum order quantity = 1 pack (3)

BIB “N” BRACE C/W
KNEE PAD POCKETS
Ref: 544 Sizes: 32” to 50”

*240 GSM polyester cotton
*Zip concealed under placket
*2 side pockets
*Rule pocket
*Access slits with press studs
*Knee pad pockets
*Navy Blue or White
*Large back patch pocket

Ref: CAS.117 Sizes: S to 3XL

*100% cotton, woven fabric
*Fully pre-shrunk
*100% cotton lining
*Heavy polyester quilt
*2 breast pockets
*Fashionable and stylish

Each pack contains 1 of each of
Blue, Red or Green check colours
Minimum order quantity = 1 pack (3)

BIB “N” BRACE
WATERPROOF
Ref: 521 Sizes: M to 2XL

*Breathable PU tricot fabric
*Fully waterproof with welded seams
*Zipped central chest pocket
*Extremely lightweight
*Ankle adjustment
*Waterproof and Breathable fabric
*Retail packaged
*Navy Blue or Olive Green

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

*245 GSM polyester cotton
*Warm quilted lining
*Elasticated action back
*Zip front
*2 slant zip breast pockets
*Covered placket
*2 back pockets, one with velcro
*Navy Blue

*100% acrylic fabric
*Polyester fleece lining
*Button front closure
*2 breast pockets
*Handwarmer pockets
*Fashionable and stylish

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

Ref: 377 Sizes: S to 2XL

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

QUILT LINED ZIP FRONT
BOILERSUIT

Ref: CAS.123 Sizes: S to 3XL

QUILTED FLEECE LINED
CHECK SHIRT

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

*100% acrylic fabric
*Polyester fleece lining
*Zip front closure
*2 breast pockets
*Angled side pockets
*Drawstring in the hood

POLYESTER FLEECE
LINED CHECK SHIRT

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

Ref: CAS.125 Sizes: S to 3XL

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

FLEECE LINED HOODED
CHECK SHIRT

WORKWEAR

*Brushed polyester/PVC fabric
*Brushed cotton check quilt lining
*Concealed hood in collar
*Inside pockets
*Cord trimmed collar
*Waterproof, & windproof
*Taped seams
*Available in Navy Blue or Olive Green

WATERPROOF FLEECED

WINDPROOF BOMBER JKT

WINDPROOF FLEX JKT

Ref: 262 Sizes: S to 3XL

Ref: 219 Sizes: S to 3XL

*Brushed polyester/PVC fabric
*Anti pill fleece lining
*Front and inside zipped pocket
*Large embroidery access
*Elasticated waist
*Waterproof, & windproof
*Taped seams
*Available in Navy Blue or Black

*Waterproof stretchable PU tricot fabric
*Zip front with studded storm flap
*Adjustable cuffs with velcro
*Concealed hood
*2 front large pockets with velcro
*Waterproof, & windproof
*Taped seams
*Available in Navy Blue or Olive Green

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

Ref: 215 Sizes: S to 3XL

WATERPROOF FLEECED

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

WINDPROOF JACKET

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

WATERPROOF QUILTED

Ref: 120

Sizes: S to XL

*100% heavyweight acrylic
*Shoulder epaulettes with velcro
*Elbow and shoulder patches
*Ribbed finish
*Excellent warmth
*24 per case
*Black, Navy Blue or Olive Green

V-NECK JUMPER
Ref: 120V

Sizes: S to XL

*100% heavyweight acrylic
*Shoulder epaulettes with velcro
*Elbow and shoulder patches
*Ribbed finish
*Excellent warmth
*24 per case
*Black or Navy Blue

WITH KANGAROO POCKET
Ref: 177

Sizes: M to 2XL

*300gsm
*80% combed cotton 20% polyester
*Double layered contrast inner hood
*Kangaroo pocket
*Flat draw cord
*Excellent warmth
*Stylish and fasionable
*Navy blue or Black

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

CREW NECK JUMPER

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

HEAVYWEIGHT COMBAT HEAVYWEIGHT COMBAT DOUBLE LAYERED HOODY

Please allow approximately 10-14 days for deliver y on Ergodyne products

THERMAL WATERPROOF

HAND WARMING PACKS

ANTI-VIBRATION

UTILITY GLOVES

Ref: ERG.6990

PIGSKIN LEATHER GLOVES

Ref: ERG.817WP Colour: Black Sizes: S - 2XL

*Dexterity & warmth in one glove
*40 grames of 3M Thinsulate lining
*Waterproof breathable Hipora lining
*Padded spandex back
*Double reinforced synthetic leather palm
*Low profile closure with elastic cuff
*Terry thumb brow wipe
*6 pairs per pack/Header card packaged

*Self contained packs add heat anywhere
when exposed to air
*To activate just open the pack
*All natural ingredients heat when they
contact oxygen
*Seal from oxygen in Ziploc bag and reuse
the next day
*Warms for up to 8 hours
*40 pairs per box/Retail packaged

Ref: ERG.9015F Colour: Black Sizes: S - 2XL

*Certified AV Glove with Dorsal
Protection offers max impact/vibe
protection, plus tough dorsal guard.
*Patented Nu2O2® polymer pad
*EN388 3.1.2.2
*Pigskin leather palm and fingers
*Anti-bacterial treatment
*6 pairs per pack/Header card packaged

WEIGHTLIFTER STYLE

SQUIDS TOOL LANYARD

THERMAL CORE FLEECE ZIP

STANDARD BACK SUPPORT

WITH SINGLE CARABINER

Ref: ERG.1500

Ref: ERG.3100

UP JUMPER

Colour: Black

*Durable 900D foam laminated nylon
*Lumbar pad insert
*Sizes: S to 2XL
*Rigid foam composition
*Ideal for overhead lifting
*Adjustable
*Machine washable
*6 per pack/Header card packaged

Colour: Black or Hi-Viz

*Stretch cord in nylon tubular webbing
*Lock stitching at both ends
*Extends to a maximum 1.1m - 1.4m
*Aluminium carabiner
*Adjustable barrel lock for tool attachment
*Maximum load limit 10 pounds 4.5kg
*Helps prevent injury from dropped tools
*6 per pack/Header card packaged

Ref: ERG.6445

Colour: Black or Grey

*Soft fleece zip-up for warm comfort
in cool conditions
*Mid-weight fleece offers soft warmth
*Anti odour treatment
*50+ UPF for protection against harmful UV
*Soil release treatments make cleaning easy
*Sizes: M to 3XL
*6 per pack/Header card packaged

HI-VIZ & OUTERWEAR

HI-VIZ YELLOW

HI-VIZ YELLOW

HI-VIZ YELLOW P/C

WATERPROOF TROUSERS

POLO SHIRTS

ACTION TROUSERS

Ref: HVT Sizes: S to 2XL

Ref: PSYHV Sizes: M to 3XL

Ref: POR.E061 Sizes: S to 2XL

*Heavyweight 300D PU fabric
*EN471 Class 1
*Waterproof
*2 side pockets
*Reflective leg bands
*Elasticated waist
*25 per case of a size

*Breathable polyester 150g fabric
*EN471 Class 2
*Navy collar
*3 button placket fastening
*Reflective braces & body bands
*Lightweight
*100 per case of a size

*245g polycotton
*EN471 Class 2
*Knee pad pockets
*Multiple pockets
*Reflective leg braces
*Elasticated waist
*24 per case of a size

HI-VIZ YELLOW EXEC

HI-VIZ ORANGE EXEC

HI-VIZ YELLOW EXEC

MULTI-POCKET ZIP FRONT
WAISTCOATS

MULTI-POCKET ZIP FRONT
WAISTCOATS

MULTI-POCKET ZIP FRONT
L/SLEEVE WAISTCOATS

Ref: LEO.1151 Sizes: S to 3XL

Ref: LEO.1161 Sizes: S to 3XL

Ref: LEO.1251 Sizes: S to 3XL

*100% knitted polyester fabric
*EN471 Class 2
*Deeper arm holes
*Zip front
*Reflective braces,arm & body bands
*Mobile phone pocket, ID pocket
*2 front pockets, double pen pocket

*100% knitted polyester fabric
*EN471 Class 2
*Deeper arm holes
*Zip front
*Reflective braces,arm & body bands
*Mobile phone pocket, ID pocket
*2 front pockets, double pen pocket

*100% knitted polyester fabric
*EN471 Class 3
*Long sleeve
*Zip front
*Reflective braces,arm & body bands
*Mobile phone pocket, ID pocket
*2 front pockets, double pen pocket

Please note - all pictures shown of our hi-viz garments are for illustration only, subject to style change without prior notice

KNEE PADS

KNEEZ LIGHTWEIGHT

KNEEZ SWIVEL CAP

KNEEZ GEL GRIP SHELL

FOAM KNEEPADS

KNEEPADS

KNEEPADS

Ref: KP1

Ref: KP2

Ref: KP3

*Lightweight durable green foam
*CE CAT 1
*Ribbed outershell for extra grip
*Retail hanger c/w euroslot
*Adjustable elasticated velcro straps
*Fantastic value
*30 pairs per case

*Swivel cap for easy movement
*CE CAT 1
*Soft foam padding
*Retail hanger c/w euroslot
*Elasticated twin velcro straps
*Fantastic value
*24 pairs per case

*Heavy duty anti-skid PVC outer shell
*CE CAT-2 EN14404:2004
*Nylon water resistant outer fabric
*Retail hanger c/w euroslot
*Adjustable single neoprene velcro strap
*Air-injected gel cushioning
*12 pairs per case

KNEEZ GEL ALL TERRAIN BLACK FOAM TROUSER
KNEEPADS

KNEE PAD INSERTS

IMPACTO HINGED
HARD COVER KNEEPADS

Ref: KP6

Ref: S156

Ref: 825-00

*Heavy duty all terrain hard cover shell
*CE CAT-2 EN14404:2004
*Nylon water resistant outer fabric
*Retail display box
*Adjustable single neoprene velcro strap
*Air-injected gel cushioning
*12 pairs per case

*Black foam
*CE CAT 1
*Lightweight & tough
*Easy to insert & remove
*Flexible cushioned kneepads
*Fit most trouser kneepad pouches
*96 pairs per case

*Hinged premium hard cover
*EN471 Class 3 & EN343
*Ribbed flat kneeling surface
*Bends with your knee
*Comfortable non-slip protection
*Elastic straps with hook & loop closure
*30 pairs per case

WORKWEAR

NAVY POLOSHIRTS

LIGHTWEIGHT FLEECE

NAVY SWEATSHIRTS

POLYCOTTON

UN-LINED JACKETS

POLYCOTTON

Ref: WW30N Colour: Navy Sizes: S to 3XL

Ref: OC007 Colour: Navy Sizes: S to 2XL

Ref: WW40N Colour: Navy Sizes: S to 3XL

*280 GSM
*Heavyweight
*50% cotton, 50% polyester
*Ribbed cuffs
*Ribbed collar
*3 button placket

*380 GSM non-pill fleece
*Full zip closure
*Comfort cuffs
*Interactive zip
*2 hip pockets with zip closure
*Lightweight
*Stand up collar

*320 GSM polyester/cotton
*Crew neck
*Heavyweight
*Ribbed cuffs & waistband
*Brushed fleece inner
*Set-in sleeve

POLYCOTTON WORK

POLYCOTTON CARGO

STANDARD TROUSERS

STYLE TROUSERS

POLYCOTTON NAVY
BODYWARMER

Ref: TR10 Colour: Navy Sizes: 30” to 42”

Ref: T30

Ref: TRA.222 Colour: Navy Sizes: S to 3XL

*245 GSM polyester/cotton
*Flat front with sewn-in front crease
*2 front pockets
*Rear buttoned back pocket
*Twin hook & bar fastenings at waist
*Twin belt loops reinforced
*Hard wearing

*245 GSM polyester/cotton
*4 slanted front pockets, 2 rear pockets
*2 side zipped pockets, 2 thigh pockets
*Velcro sealed mobile phone pocket
*Twin hook & bar fastenings at waist
*Wide belt loops
*Kneepad pockets for kneepad inserts

Colour: Navy Sizes: 28” to 44”

*Polyester/cotton
*Quilt lined
*Studded storm flap
*Mobile phone pocket
*Multi-pocketed
*Inside pocket
*Zip front

WORKWEAR

PRO WORK TUFF STUFF

PRO WORK TUFF STUFF

STUD FRONT NAVY

KNEEPAD TROUSERS

COMBAT WORK SHORTS

POLYCOTTON COVERALLS

Ref: 711 Colour: Black Sizes: 32” to 38”

Ref: 811 Colour: Black

Ref: WW20N Colour: Navy Sizes: 38” to 52”

*330 GSM polyester/cotton
*Double thickness on back pockets
*Tuck away holster pockets
*Triple stitching on key areas
*Multi-function pockets
*Generous active fit
*Kneepad pockets for kneepad inserts

*330 GSM polyester/cotton
*5 multi-functional pockets
*Longer length
*Mobile phone pocket
*Belt loops
*Hard wearing
*Designed to keep you cool when hot

SKYBLUE LONG SLEEVE

SKYBLUE SHORT SLEEVE SKYBLUE LONG JOHNS

THERMAL VESTS

THERMAL VESTS

THERMAL

Ref: TSBLSV Colour: Blue Sizes: S to 2XL

Ref: TSBSSV Colour: Blue Sizes: S to 2XL

Ref: TSBLJ Colour: Blue Sizes: S to 2XL

*80% polyester 20% viscose
*Drop needle interlock construction
*200GSM brush finish for added comfort
*Keeps your body warm in the cold
*Excellent warmth
*Excellent comfort

*80% polyester 20% viscose
*Drop needle interlock construction
*200GSM brush finish for added comfort
*Keeps your body warm in the cold
*Excellent warmth
*Excellent comfort

*80% polyester 20% viscose
*Drop needle interlock construction
*200GSM brush finish for added comfort
*Keeps your body warm in the cold
*Excellent warmth
*Excellent comfort

Sizes: 30” to 38”

*245 GSM polyester/cotton
*Concealed stud front fastening
*Breast pocket with stud flap
*2 side pockets with side access
*Rule pocket
*Side elastication
*Hard wearing

DISPOSABLE WORKWEAR

SAFEGARD 76 WHITE

TYVEK CLASSIC WHITE

SAFEGARD ANTI-SLIP

DISPOSABLE COVERALLS

DISPOSABLE COVERALLS

DISPOSABLE OVERSHOES

Ref: ES428 Colour: White Sizes: S to 2XL

Ref: DP431 Colour: White Sizes: M to 2XL

Ref: EMN22NS Colour: White Size: XL

*Soft breathable flexible SMMS material
*Elasticated wrists, ankles & hood
*Outstanding physical strength
*Anti-static EN1149 part 1
*EN1073-2 radioactive protection
*Category 3, type 5 & 6 approved
*25 per case

*Soft breathable flexible material
*Elasticated wrists, ankles & hood
*Outstanding physical strength
*Anti-static EN1149 part 1
*Zipper front with storm flap
*Category 3, type 5 & 6 approved
*25 per case

*Elasticated
*PVC anti-slip textured sole
*Strong & tough
*100 pairs per case

DISPOSABLE MOB CAPS

DISPOSABLE 16” CPE

SAFEGARD HOODS

ELASTICATED

BLUE OVERSHOES

DISPOSABLE

Ref: IMP.BPMC
Ref: IMP.GPMC
Ref: IMP.WPMC

Ref: IMP.BPOS

Ref: EMN020

Colour: Blue
Colour: Green
Colour: White

*Elasticated polypropylene
*Double stitched
*Pleated for compact storage
*52cm head diameter
*10 x 100 per case

Colour: Blue

*Elasticated
*Compressed
*Embossed grip sole
*20 x 100 per case

Colour: White

*Elasticated
*Long neck cape to cover shoulders
*Strong & tough
*100 per case

FOOTWEAR TRACTION AIDS

ICE TR AC TION AIDS
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS:
Traction aids or ice grabbers are equipped with innovative, Ice Diamond™ Tungsten Carbide spikes to
give you more confidence to walk and run on icy and snowy conditions. Two styles are available below
to accommodate various activities, weather conditions and budgets.

NON SLIP ICE GRABBER
Ref: FC94 Sizes: L(UK:8/11) or XL(UK:11+) Colour: Black

*Heavyduty solution for boots and shoes
*6 steel integrated spikes for traction
*Virtually non-sparking spikes for added safety
*Heavy duty black rubber stays strong & retains elasticity in
subzero temperatures for maximum durability
*Low profile compact design for easy storage in small places such
as your coat pocket, handbag, briefcase or glove box
*Unique support hole on heel strap provides easy adjustment and
makes it easy to put on and take off
*Individually retail packaged on a header card
*120 pairs per case
Av a i l a b l e t o o r d e r f r o m s t o c k

NON SLIP TREX ICE GRABBERS
Ref: ERG.6310 Sizes: M(UK:4.5-7.5) L(UK:7.5-10.5) XL(UK:10.5-12.5)
Colour: Black

*Heavyduty solution for boots and shoes
*Aggressive tread connects mid-foot and heel stud zones
*10 carbon steel studs for tenacious grip and stability
*Adjustable cord cinches tight for a secure fit
*Stretchable rubber for fit and easy on/off
*Low profile compact design for easy storage in small places such
as your coat pocket, handbag, briefcase or glove box
*Reflective pull-on tab adds enhanced visibility
*Flexible to -40°F (-40°c)
*Individually retail packaged on a header card
*6 pairs per pack
Pl e a s e a l l o w a p p r o x i m a t e l y 1 0 - 1 4 d a y s f o r d e l i v e r y

WORKWEAR

T UFFSTUFF W ORKWEAR
Tuffstuff successfully combines traditional work garments with a more modern style. Solid and
stylish workwear that matches the demands of today’s wearers. Tuffstuff has become one of
our fastest selling workwear product ranges, why not try a few styles for yourself today!

Ref: CAS.266 Sizes: S to 3XL

*Hardwearing polyester oxford fabric
*Waterproof fabric
*Quilted
*2 detailed chest pockets
*Fleece lined front pockets
*Sleeve pen pocket / Mobile pocket
*Sturdy zip & press stud stormflap
*Grey or Navy Blue

TUFFSTUFF BOILERSUIT

TUFFSTUFF BIB N BRACE

Ref: CAS.300 Sizes: Sto 3XL

Ref: CAS.500 Sizes: Sto 2XL

*280gsm polycotton canvas fabric
*Sturdy two way zip front
*Reflective piping
*Key and hammer loop
*Multi pocketed + Knee pad pockets
*Sturdy two way zip
*Navy or Black

*280gsm polycotton canvas fabric
*Elasticated waistband
*Reflective piping
*Hammer loop & document pocket
*Multi pocketed + Knee pad pockets
*Sturdy two way zip
*Navy or Black

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

*Hardwearing polyester oxford fabric
*2 detailed chest pockets with flap
*Handwarmer pockets
*Sturdy zip and press stud stormflap
*Retro reflective stripe detail
*Navy blue or Grey
*Waterproof and quilt lined

*Micro fleece jacket
*Soft shell panels
*Three layer bonded fabric
*Concealed pockets
*Reflective piping
*Waterproof
*Windproof & Breathable
*Black or Navy Blue

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

Ref: CAS.229 Sizes: M to 3XL

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

EXPERT BODYWARMER

Ref: CAS.277 Sizes: S to 2XL

BOMBER STYLE JACKET
FLEECE LINED

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

*330gsm polyester/cotton
*Tufftex trim contrast stitching
*Triple stitched
*Multi pocketed
*Top loading kneepad pockets
*Canvas hammer loop
*Leg length: 30” Reg or 32.5” Long
*Black

MICRO FLEECE JACKET
WATERPROOF

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

Ref: CAS.788 Sizes: 28” to 44”

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

EXPERT PRO WORK
TROUSERS

WORKWEAR

Ref: REG.TRC320

Ref: REG.TRC304-800

Ref: REG.H118 Sizes: One size

*Green, Black or Navy
*3M Thinsulate lining
*Acrylic
*Excellent warmth
*Brim can be unrolled
*One size
*96 per case

*Black
*Fully ribbed 100% acrylic lining
*Acrylic
*Excellent warmth
*Open face design
*One size
*96 per case

*90% acrylic, 10% polyamide
*Highly versatile
*Basic sock
*Hard wearing
*Black
*Excellent warmth
*96 pairs per case

CAMO TRAPPER HAT

BEANIE HAT

WATERPROOF HAT

Ref: CAS.407

Ref: CAS.411

*Camoflauge colouring
*100% cotton rip stop fabric
*Warm faux fur lining
*Ear flaps can be secured out of the way
*Chinstrap clasp for a secure fit
*One size
*144 per case
*12 per pack

*Black/Orange constrasting trim
*100% acrylic
*TS logo applique
*Great value
*One size
*144 per case
*12 per pack

Minimum order quantity = 12

Minimum order quantity = 12

Ref: CAS.409

*Black, Navy Blue or Olive Green
*PU tricot waterproof outer fabric
*Acrylic diamond quilt lining
*Fur side flaps come down to keep
your ears warm when it’s cold and can
stud fastened underneath your chin.
*144 per case
*12 per pack

Minimum order quantity = 12

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

THERMAL SOCKS

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

OPEN FACE BALACLAVA

Please allow approximately 7-10 days for deliver y

THINSULATE HATS

